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A&L Schedules
Swingle Singers
The Swingle Singers, jazz volalists, appear at the UPS
Fieldhouse as part of the college's Artist and Lecture Program. They perform at 8:15 j.m., Saturday, Nov. 13.
The Swingle Singers, a group shown later this year. The singers
of seven French singers, are led have also performed at the White
by Ward Swingle. Their music is House for a dinner given by PresClassical with a swing, adding a ident and Mrs. Johnson for Isjazz beat of bass and drums to rael's Prime Minister, Levi Eshsuch artists as Bach, Handel and kol.
Mozart. "The main ingredients of
Ward Swingle, the Alabamathe Swingle formula," appraises born director of the Swingle SingDom Cerulli, "are respect for the ers, organized the group and has
original writing and for the com- adapted and arranged all of their
posers' intentions. And swinging material. He has his master's de• . . nothing is changed, only the gree from the Music Conservacentury." tory of Cincinnati, Ohio. He studThe melodic music of the Swin- ied piano from Walter Gieseking
gle Singers is presented with skill in France from 1951 to 1953. He
and imagination, earning them has accompanied singer Zizi Jeantwo Grammis from the National maire, was the leading pianist at
Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences. They have appeared the Ballet Orchestra do Roland
Petit of Paris from 1960 to 1963,
twice on the Hollywood Palace
and a member of a famous vocal
and are taping for the Dean Martin and Ed Sullivan shows to be

group, Les Double Six.

THE SWINGLE SINGERS bring to UPS a novel mixture of
jazz and classical music next week.

— MORE DEBATE URGED To the Editor of the Trail:
Though the Faculty may have
seemed quiescent on matters of
racial discrimination, the fact is
that it has been an urgent concern for many of us for years.
It is a great satisfaction to us
to see this matter become a widely debated question on our campus. We want to congratulate the
Editor of the Trail and others
who are responsible for the proper use of a free press to lead in
such discussion.
We believe that Mr. Hale's last
editorial stated the issue very well
when he pointed out how irreconcilable racial discrimination is
with out religious, civic, and educational principles. The latter
point was especially well put
when he asked what place racial discrimination has in an institution of rational, objective
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scientific inquiry. There is, of
course, only one answer to that
question.
We also want to congratulate
the students within the Greek
organizations who are leading
the way in their own groups to
bring their practices up to rational standards. Their actions
are encouraging, because, though
anti - discrimination regulations
are important, the final solution
to this problem will have to
come from the students themselves.
You may be sure that these
views are shared by a great majority of the faculty.
Yours Norman R. Anderson,
Ralph E. Corkrum, George N.
Crosland, Ernest L. Karlstrom,
John Lantz, Robert C. Lee, John
Magee, Harold Simonson, R. D.
Sprenger and Robert Weiss.

Judy Collins
Concert
*

*

-
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Giovanni Costigaii
To Speak at UPS
Dr. Giovanni Costigan, professor of history at the University of
Washington, will speak at UPS
Tuesday evening, November 17,
at 8 p.m.
Sponsored by the Academic
Lecture Series of the Artist and
Lecture program, Costigan's subject will be "The Importance of
Freud for the Modern World."
Macmillan Co. recently published Dr. Costigan's book, Life
of Freud, and his lecture should
prove interesting to all students,
since the interpretation of Freud
carries meaning in history, literature, education, social work and
other fields beside psychology and
anthropology.
Reserve the 17 of November for a stimulating speaker and
well-known historian.

Frank Brouillet
To Speak to UEA
Frank "Buster" Brouillet, Washington State House Representative will speak Tuesday, Nov. 9,
at 7 p.m. in the Student Center
lounge.
Sponsored by the UEA, Mr.
Brouillet talks on "Education ond
Politics." All interested faculty
and students are invited to attend.
All UEA members are encouraged to order SNEA and SWEA
pins at the Tuesday meeting. The
cost is $1.88 for both; or $1 for
the SWEA and 88c for the SNEA
pins. Students may also order
pins after the meeting through
Mrs. Adams in the Educational
Department. Pins are worn as
a symbol of the educational pro- fession.

UPS Weekend
Highlights
Friday-at-Four features the
rockin', stompin' notes of the
Rogues in the north dining
hail of the Student Center.
Tonight is Knight's night
in the Student Center. The
Strangers play at the Knightsponsored dance which begins
at 9 p.m. The Intercollegiate
Knight duchess will be announced at intermission.
Also this weekend: Richard
Sprague, sponsored by 7-Day
Campus, entertains in Cellar
10 from 10 to 12 p.m. Friday
night. The film "All Hands
on Deck" will be showii Friday and Saturday evening at
8 p.m. in the Jones Hall Auditorium.

THE ROMEROS, famed family of virtuoso musicians, will accompany the UPS-Tacoma Symphony Orchestra on Monday.

Local Symphony To
Perform Monday
One father . . . three sons . . . and four guitars. A new
rock and roll combo? Not exactly. The Romeros are a clebrated family of virtuoso muisicians who strum their $1,000
instruments on the concert stage. They will be featured
artists with the UPS-Tacoma Symphony Orchestra on Nov.
8, at 8:30 p.m. when the orchestra opens another season of
free concerts at the Mt. Tahoma High School auditorium.
The Romeros came to America Flamenco music, and Angel, the
from Spain about seven years ago. youngest of the group, prefers
Since then they have performed the Baroque period of music.
before packed concert halls across
For their Nov. 8th concert with
the nation. Time magazine went the UPS-Tacoma Symphony the
so far as to give this artistic fam- Romeros have chosen a Concerto
ily a full page spread, calling them for two mandolins by Vivaldi, the
"indisputably one of the best gui- Fantasia for a Gentleman, for solo
tar ensembles around."
guitar and orchestra by Rodrigo,
The mainstay of the family is and a number of selected authenfather Celedonio Romero. His tic Flamenco works. Conductor
formal musical training was ob- Edward Seferian and the orchestained at the famed Madrid Con- tra will also be heard in Tchaiservatory. With this educational kovsky's Symphony No. 4
background and a solid performThe appearance of the Roance foundation, Celedonio passed meros is a musical first for the
his inspiration on to his three UPS - Tacoma Symphony. No
sons, Celin, Pepe, and Angel. To- doubt the extremely varied proday these four guitarists blend in gram and the highly unusual na• rare artistic combination with ture of the guest artists should
• repertoire that runs the entire bring the Romeros back to the
gamut of musical literature. Each Puget Sound area again and again.
member of the musical team has Meanwhile all eyes and ears are
his specialty. Father Romero takes turned to Mt. Tahoma High
pride in performing classical gui- School auditorium on Nov. 8 at
tar works, while Celin excels in 8:30 for the UPS-Tacoma Symlate Romantic pieces. Pepe plays
(Continued on Page 4)
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Dear editor,

-:-

The fraternities, school aciminis-

DENNIS HALE

EDWARD ADAMS

JIM PROUTY

trations and organizations like the

editor in chief

associate editor

sports editor

NAACP should be broader in their

Georgia Buell

Suzanne Buell

Gracia Alkema

Jerry Blank

thinking on the racial discrimina-

co-news editor

co-news editor

feature editor

business manager

tion issue. We have to realize that

DEPARTMENTS: FEATURES - Mary Johnson, Adele Allen, Maita Spencer. NEWS - David

there are good and bad points that

Baker, Ginny Burdick, Pat Burtner, Pam Chaffee, Ruth Harris, Davy Jones, Marilyn Minnitti,

each of these institutions have to

Louise Nichols, Mary Nothdurft, Susan Rasell. COPY DESK - Lorette Bennett, Virginia Berk-

offer. No one should look at each

by, Dee Derr, Ann Donahue, Linda Geddy, Mary Marks, Amy Radewan, Lindy Whitwarth. OF-

of these in a black or white

FICE STAFF - Margie Altmann, Barbara Berman, Valerie Knecht, Barbara Knudson, Brooke

fashion.
One of the biggest problems in
the fraternity system today is
that we have individuals who racially discriminate. But because
of this a school administration
does not solve the problem by
expelling fraternities from the
campus or create hardships for
them. Instead, the individuals,
not the fraternity have to change
first so that discrimination will
not occur. Those school administrations which expell good fraterriities from the campus lose more
than the y gain.
Let us assume that three white
segregationists became a c t i V e
members of a fraternity. During
their first year of fraternity life
they were completely against
pledging a Negro.
A characteristis of a good fraternity is that it accepts members
from various parts of the state
and the country. In the brotherhood of fraternity life there is
discussion on such issues as racial
discrimination. After four years
of fraternity life the three segregationists will not have changed
their thinking completely, but they
will have become mellowed,
though they as seniors may vote
against pledging a Negro. In this
case the fraternity has served an
important role because otherwise
if the segregationists had not
joined the fraternity they would
have ended up in society as antiNegro as before.

Mattson, Mary Melseth, Bev Miller, Nancy Patton, Jeri Roberts. PHOTOGRAPHY AND ART Jerry Blank, Gail Tilmont, Rochelle Newman. SPORTS - Rick Colvert, Lonnie Haughton, Grogan
Robinson. CIRCULATION - Al Hale, Jim Cooke.
THE OPINIONS AND IDEAS EXPRESSED IN THIS NEWSPAPER ARE NOT NECESSARILY THOSE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PUGET
SOUND, THE ADMINISTRATION, BOARD OF TRUSTEES, FACULTY OR STUDENT BODY.
THE TRAIL IS A CAMPUS NEWSPAPER PUBLISHED WEEKLY (FRIDAYS) EXCEPT VACATION AND TESTING PERIODS DURING THE
ACADEMIC YEAR BY THE ASBUGS. PHONE SK 9-3521, EXT. 763. LOCATED AT 1500 NORTH WARNER, TACOMA, WASHINGTON
98476. A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION COSTS THREE DOLLARS. ENTERED AS SECOND-CLASS POSTAGE PAID AT TACOMA, WASH.

TRAIL CLARIFIES POLICY ON LETTERS;
ARGUES POINTS WITH LETTER WRITER
The Trail is happy to print letters to the
editor which are sincere and thoughtful. Malicious attacks and character assassinations
are not welcome (vituperative sarcasm is the
editor's department). Larry Porter's letter
on this page is an example of what we will
print, though shorter letters are preferred.
Larry's 14-paragraph essay logically sets
forth an opinion on Greek discrimination.
But four points may be argued:
Point 1: It is true that material affluence
and literacy will in time eliminate most racial
discrimination. This is a painfully slow process. Prof. Lundberg speaks of "1000 to 1500
years" and "30 to 40 generations." Edmund
Burke's brand of evolutionary change is fine
in a political theory text but fails to pacify
\ demands of the present generation. The
NAACP and its sympathizers want change
today. It is up to the university and the educated, enlightened elite to spearhead this
change. The university cannot wait for society outside to transform itself. The university
must participate in the transformation.
Point 2: Paragraph No. 9 says that "school
administrations should not perform those
actions which are unfair to the majority of
fraternity men." Of more importance, the administration should not make rules which are
unfair to the majority of students on campus,
of which fraternity men are only a minority.
Administration policy is for the good of the
entire student body and shows no favoritism
to Greek organizations, which exist by consent of the administration.
Point 3: Concerning the hypothetical model of Zeta Zeta Zeta chapter. It is not probable that three fraternity men could block 67

1965-66 TAMANAWAS
Tamanawas 1966 got off to a quick start
this week by sending the 13-page color photo
essay on student life to the printers. This is
about seven months ahead of last year's annual schedule. Most of the pictures are by
Jerry Blank but a few were contributed by
Doug Smith and Bruce Kellman. Tamanawas
plans to devote more space to campus activities this year, and if things go according to
the schedule, will be delivered to the students
May 23, spring semester of 1966 that is. This
is a revolutionary departure from the November delivery of the 1964-65 annual.

others in a heated issue. Most would bend to
the will of the majority. The internal politics
of fraternity meetings are as complex as
those of any other organization.
Point 4: Concerning the NAACP's strategy. The NAACP may be barking up the
wrong tree, but it is also the most vulnerable
tree. The NAACP must be pragmatic as well
as idealistic in its attacks if it is to have
any influence.

TRY NEW GAME
There's a new Friday afternoon activity at
UPS and its not sponsored by 7-Day Campus. It's called "sit around and correct the
Trail." Participanth in the game line up near
the bulletin board on the first floor of the
Student Center Friday morning, anticipating
the 10:30 delivery of the Trails. When the
newspapers arrive each participant grabs a
copy and races to the Cross Currents office
to red and blue pencil errors. Dictionaries,
English handbooks and encyclopedias are not
allowed. The participant who finds the most
errors in 30 minutes is awarded a gift coupon
worth seven column-inches of space in the
next issue of Cross Currents.

CAMPUS FILMS
Congratulations to the campus film committee which consists of Ron Dean, Kaye
Weinstone and Paul Schmidt. They recently
selected four excellent foreign films to supplement the present weekend film series. La
Strada (the road), a grand prize winner at
the Venice International Film Festival, Ikiru,
a Japanese film, Knife in the Water and The
Trial, Orson Welles' screen adaption of
Kafka's highly symbolistic story, are the new
films. The first foreign film will be shown
Dec. 3 and 4 with the Eddy Duchan Story.

4-PAGE TRAIL
Next week's Trail will he cut to four pages
because of mid-term exams. It was decided
at the beginning of the year to print four
such editions during exam periods and after
vacations. This way basic news and advertising are not omitted. The next regular Trail
will he on Nov. 19.

We sometimes forget the ultimately we are concerned about racial discrimination in our society
and not the fraternity. Last week
the Trail wrote: "Although liational affiliation means prestige
for local fraternities and sororities, it must not override the question of racial discrimination. It
becomes a choice between the two,
let's hope members have the ideals
and the courage to break away."
If the problem of racial discrimination was solved in society the fraternities would not have to worry
about the choice. The ideals and
the courage are not needed to
hreak away from national, but the
courage and the ideals are needed
for the local chapters and the national fraternities to communicate,
discuss, and eventually work out
the problem - which they will
solve just as sure as the sun will
rise tomorrow morning. The writer
admits he cannot predict the exact year when this will happen.
Professor Lundberg of New
York University made some start!ing predictions in his hook, The
Corning World T,'ans[orrnat,on.
One of these predictions was
"There will he increasing applications of scientific method and
findings to all institutions and
areas of life. Racism, for exampIe, will he virtually eliminated.
Not only will it he well under-

stood that there is no scientific
basis for it but, more effectively,
it will he political' inexpedient in
a close-knit interdependent world.
The pendulum in this quarter
may well begin to swing in the
opposite direction. Governments
may positively encourage racially
mixer marriages, for political as
well as for biological reasons.Crossbreeding. as animal breeders
know, I)roduces stronger progeny.
Any increase in genetically linked
diseases among old stock could
well induce policies in favor of
cross breeding. In any event, multiplied human contacts across cxtensive distance, made possible
by rapid transportation, suggests
a great coming racial intermixture. In some 1000 to 150 years
of high world civilization, or 30
to 45 generations. there might
well he produced a single human
race, with all ethnic lines blotted out."
As society changes there will
he no racial discrimination in the
fraternities. When a college student enters a fraternity after heing taught integration for the previous fifteen years he will accept
a Negro as a brother. The leaders
in the fraternity system today will
take their place on the national
level to solve the problem of racial discrimination which will become a thing of the past.
To hack up the prediction all
one has to do is look at the American Indian. Do you think that
m a n y chapters discriminated
against Indians say from 1875 to
1900? Of course they (lid at that
time; they were considered to be
savages. There were ancestors in
the fraternties who discriminated
against the Indian. As the Indian
became intergrated into society,
discrimination against the Indian
in the fraternities has become a
thing of the past.
Since racial discrimination will
become a thing of the past, the
NAACP, school administrations
should not perform those actions
which are unfair to the majority
of fraternity men.
Let us use an illustration which
the writer admits will be an extreme one but it will get the point
across. We still assume that Zeta
Zeta Zeta chapter has 70 members and only takes three votes to
prevent membership. A s s a m e
again that there are three members who are excellent brothers in
every way except they come from
an invironment where their fathers are members of the KKK. Assume that the other 67 members
are strong intergrationists and
whole-heartedly support taking in
a Negro as a pledge and then as
an active. The Negro will not become a pledge because of the environmental conditions that the
three segregationists existed under
in those 18 or so years before entering college.
Suppose that Zeta Zeta Zeta
chapter signed an affidavit sponsored by the NAACP that they
were a non discriminatory organization. The NAACP may counter
that the chapter was discriminating because the chapter did not
pledge the Negro. But was the
(Continued on Page 3)
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I%IORE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
(Continued from Page 2)
chapter discriminating or the
three segregationists? The presi(lent of the house signed the afhdavit but he can not control the
thinking of all the individuals in
the house. But is if fair to those
67 intergrationists to he labeled
as practicing discrimination? How
can a chapter sign an affidavit
when the chapter (loes not decide,
but each individual does?
Forcing the chapters to sign an
affidavit is harking up the wrong
tree." Instead they should direct
their efforts in other ways such
as encouraging a majority vote
among the fraternities which many
of the sororities on this campus
have anyway. Hence, as it stands
right now, the sororities will be
pledging Negroes before the fraternities.
Let us assume that the school
administration expells Zeta Zeta
Zeta from campus. Is it right for
those 67 memhers to he denied
the process of fraternal living and
the gaining of those values which
they would not receive otherwise?
Is it right for any administration
to expell them when many of
those members may work hard in
the national fraternity later to
make the national fraternity what
it should he?
The individuals should he encouraged to strive forward to solve
the problem of racial discrimination. But organizations like

NEW YORK POLITICS

CORE and NAACP and some

New York. Sept. 16 - William

school administrations should not

F. Buckley Jr. said Wednesday

undertake drastic measures that

that the differences between his

may hinder the efforts of frater-

opponents were "biological not po-

nity men who desire to solve the

litical" and neither was capable

problem yet at the same time pre-

of bringing reform to New York.

serve those worthy values that

Asked to explain what he meant

good fraternities do have. We all

by "biological differences," Mr.
Buckley said: "Beame is fat,
Lindsay is tall. Beame is fat,
Lindsay is thin—you take it from

have to realize our proper place
in solving this problem.
—Larry R. Porter

there." —Buffalo Et'en ing News
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Theological Dean To
Visit Canipus Nov. 2
Robert S. Moore, dean of students at the Chicago Theological
Seminary, will visit the UPS
campus Friday, Nov. 12. Students interested in discussing
their vocational and educational
plans with Moore are invited to

WHAT IS IT?
It's: Student-run
Stocked for sports
Serves each student
Though he's money-short
All it needs is student support!
What is it? SEVEN-DAY CAMPUS

register for interviews on the bul-

Tacoma Stadium was built in
1910.

letin board outside Prof. Albertson's office, SC 210.

Fort Nisqually was built in
1833.
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Kittie Zittel says:
Although I do not believe the
question submitted by the Trail
is an accurate representation of
the views of Mr. Morris or the
policy proposed by the NAACP,
I would like to respond to the subject as I understand it. I believe
that we as students, regardless of
fraternity affiliations, should demand from our university a firm
statement concerning racial discrimination. We would do this not
because of the pressure exerted by
the NAACP but because we are
aware as 'educated persons of
the need for a conscious effort on
the part of our university and our
nation to demand racial equality.
Kittie Zittel

Editors Note: This letter was ic'ceived froni UPS senior Kittie
Zittel in response to the question
published in the Trail last neck.
It was i.ejd a few hours too
late for that edition. The only distortion of JJr. :iIor,-is stat ('meat
inigh t be the omission of the word
'racial before cliseri.n mat ion in
the Trail synopsis. The answers
receji'ed by the Trail indicate that
most readers rend the u'orcl in to
the Trail so ni in at ion.
To the Editor:
On behalf of the United Nations Association, Tacoma Chapter, may I express our great appreciation to your many students
who came down to the Wiinthrop
Hotel lasts Sunday to hell) make
our United Nations Day celebration the great success that it
was. Many of these students were
dressed in foreign costumes. All
were universally charming and
nice looking. Please extend to
thc'm our heartfelt thanks.
Sincerely,
Mrs. T. R. Haley
President

Go ahead. Be rebellious. Demand more 'big"
in your big car. And get it at a price that
won't take a big bite out of your budget.
By Dodge, you've got it. Polara! More
"big." More 'hot." More of everything others
have not.
Ever see the likes of it? Neither has your
next door neighbor or the doorman at the
club or the parking attendant who can easily
pick Polara from a lot full of ''me, too'' cars.
0000E

DivisoR

CHRYSLER

MOTORS CORPORSTION

Polara's different, all right. Looks, drives,
performs like the elegant piece of machinerl
it is. Covered by a 5-year/50,000-mile warra n ty. * Complete with all these items that
used to cost extra: Outside mirror. Padded
dash. Variable-speed electric windshield
wipers and washers. Backup lights. Turn
signals. Seat belts, two front and two rear.
Insist on Polara at your Dodge Dealer's. A
beautiful new way to break old buying habits.

Enlist now in the Dodge Rebellion.

'66 Dadge Palara

*HERES HOW DODGE'S 5-YEAR, 50,000-MILE ENGINE AND DRIVE TRAIN WARRANTY PROTECTS YOU: Chrysler
Corporaloir confidently warrants allot the following vital parts ol its 1966 cars br 5 years 0150.000 miles, whichever comes
first. during which time any such pails that prove detective in material and workrrrariship will be replaced or repaired at a
chrysler Motors Corporation Authorized Dealer's place of business without charge for such parts or labor: engine block,
heart and internal ports. intake manifold, water purnip, trairsnrissroir case and inlerrral parts 'excepting rxanual clutch),
torque converter, drive shalt universal jonits, rear axle and differential, and rear wheel bearings.
REQUIRED MAINTENANCE: The following nriaiirtenance services are required onder the warranty—change engine oil
every 3 nioiiths or 4.000 notes whichever conies first, replace oil filter every second oil change: clean carburetor air fitter
every 6 rrronths and replace it every 2 years: and every 6 months furnish evidence of this required service to a chrysler
Motors Corporalino Authorized Dealer and request him to certify receipt of such evidence and your car's nrileage. Simple
enough for such rorportairt prolectroir.

Join the Dodge Rebellion at your Dodge Dealer's.
WATCH "THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC-Tv. CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS.
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Debate Team Enters
Oregon Tournament

Judy Collins Acclaimed as
No. 1 Female Folksinger

The varsity debate squad travels to Centralia this weekend to
compete with other colleges in
the Northwest. Although there
are only six speakers entered in
the tournament, the squad will
participate in all four individual
events as well as debate. The
three teams entered consist of
two promising novice teams as
well as the more experienced Forensics team.

By Tina Johnson and Maita Spencer
Few people realize that last Saturday UPS was entertained by America's No. 1 female folksinger. After Judy Collins' performance, we could understand why the National
Association of Disk Jockeys voted her above Joan Baez and
Odetta in their 1964-65 poll.
Her warm and thoughtful performance of carefully chosen and
tastefully arranged material mirrored her easy manner and depth
of personal feeling. In an interview before the performance, Miss
Collins said that her music was a
projection of herself, and by knowing her music one would know
something about her. Learning
new songs is a slow process for
Judy. "I have to live with a song
a long time. It comes back to
haunt me. A little haunting is a
good thing for a song."
A Professional
Judy is a professional. She is
an excellent musician, playing her
two instruments with an uncluttered, incredibly smooth technique. She has great respect for
her material, and refuses to sacrifice taste merely to present a
palpable and commerically successfully performance. She was
one of the singers who called for
an artists' boycott of the ABC
TV Hootenanny program two
years ago, for, he felt the producers lacked discretion in their
cutting of material and treatment of artists. Concerning this,
she has said that she, as all in
the field, "gains courage from
Joan Baez, she is so strong on
matters of compromise."
Not a Purist
Judy Collins is not a purist in
the folk music sense, but is "a
firm believer in adaption, inspiration and writing." Her performance was dominated by newycomposed tropical songs and
broadsides, especially those of Tom
Paxton ("Daily News", "Bottle
of Wine", "Ramblin Boy") and
Bob Dylan. "Bobby's a genius.
He's turning them out like a
powerhouse."
Miss Collins managed to capture her audience as much as the
poor PA system would allow.
Somehow, we felt as though we
were participating with Judy in
a very immediate, personal experience. After the performance
she said, "It felt good. It always
feels good to sing."
New Folk Art
Judy Collins feels that the
booming folk-rock movement is a
legitimate folk form. This impure
folk style is a valid compromise
in our urban society. Even in a
so-called ethic culture, a culture
that is isolated like the Appalachian Mountain region, adapta-

flipped. I felt it should be heard.
I wanted people to immediately
hear that song. I'm not doing it
to see if I can do it. I want to do
it because I want to do it."
There has been much controversy about Judy Collins and her
"rival," Joan Baez. This Speculation serves no purpose. Both have
their individual merits and need
not be compared. Both are making
valid musical statements in their
own way.
There are two superb girl folksingers in our country. Judy Collins is one of them.

Openings Announced
In Foreign Studies
There are four openings in the
Junior Semester Abroad program
for this year, Professor Warren
Tomlinson announced recently.

KEEP WASHINGTON GREEN!

(Continued from Page 1)
phony and the Romeros. Admission is free.
The following UPS students
play with the UPS-Tacoma Symphony: Marguerite A it m a n n,
Joyce Bailey, Shari Berntsen,
Ruth DeCann, James Estes, Janet Fox, Linda Hatzfield, Jacqueline Hot to, Ruth Keller, Janet
Kinley, Robert Leeter, Sydeli
Lowell, Robert McPharson, Sharon Mitchell, Jean aPtterson, Robert Pendergast, James Pierson,
Richard Powers and Linda Walters.

The
ENGAGE -ABLES
go for

Thirty-six of the forty students
who will make the trip to Vienna
are already registered in the pro-

--

uPS must be a dry campus."

gram and are taking extra sessions of conversational German,
the chairman of the language department revealed.
The first participants in the
UPS Semester in Vienna will
leave Seattle-Tacoma Airport the
first of February and will fly nonstop to London. The first three
weeks of the Semester Abroad
will be spent in London, Paris,
and Rome. The one-week stay in
each of these cities is scheduled
in such a way that the students
will have two days free for every
day of guided tour and lecture.
All living and transportation costs
for the first three weeks are included in the total expense of the
Semester Abroad. Late in February forty students and two professors, Dr. Warren Tomlinson
and Dr. John Magee will take
up residence in the Pension Andreas which is located a few
blocks from the campus of the
University of Vienna. Fifteen
hours of credit from UPS may be
earned during the spring semester, or a combination of credits
from this campus and the University of Vienna may be earned. All
of the students will take some
German while in Austria.
Tomlinson urged each junior
or senior interested in the Semester in Vienna to see Professor
Albertson in the Student Center,
room 210, before Nov. 1 for further information and possible inclusion in the trip abroad.

Pricro from $100. to $2500. Ringt Eoitrgd
to Show Buty of D,toil. ® Trodr-M,rk Rrg.

Each Keepsake setting is
a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond . . . a perfect gem of
flawless clarity, fine color and
meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your assurance of fine quality.
Your very personal Keepsake
is now at your Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in
the yellow pages under
"Jewelers."

"Golden Apples of the sun."

Seleet Toar
T
at

H. D. Baker Co.
1702 Theoink Ave. So.
BE. 24227

tion came in a more selective and
prolonged way.

!tent46 nio.aBny

She referred to the Beatles as
part of a new folk culture, whose
music "is more immediate and
personal than most of our pop-

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
I
I

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement
and Wedding" and new 12-page ftill color folder, both for only 25.
Also, send special offer of beautifi l 44-page Bride's Book.
Nam
Addres

ular music has been in 50 years.
It's also better." She herself is

I

City

2te

Zip

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, S' (RACUSE, NEW YORK 13202 1

putting out a 45, an old Bob Dylan song called "I'll Leave It With
Mine." "I heard that song and I

"It's all over now baby blue."

LOCAL SYMPHONY

"A little haunting is a good thing."
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Slides of Dark Continent
Scheduled for Mid Nov.

Education Department
Receives $2000 Gift

Davidson Dodd, a college senior, hopes to dispel some of
the myths about the Dark Continent when he shows color
slides of his visit to Africa at the University of Puget Sound
later this month.

of Education by the Minnesota

A gift, valued at $2,000, has
recently been given to the School

Dodd spent last July and August in Africa along with 240 other
American college students, all participating in Operations Crossroads Africa. For six weeks Dodd,
with 14 Americans and 12 Africans, worked in Bo, a village in
Seirra
Leone,
constructing a
brick school house. The entire
trip will be described during the
noon hour, Nov. 16, at a Peopleto-People meeting in the Student
Center.
At the University of Washington last year Dodd established an
Operations Crossroads g r o u p
which managed to get a small cut
of the student body budget. He
would like to do the same thing
at UPS this year. Operation Crossroads Africa is a non-profit organization established in 1957 to
help American students get a first
hand knowledge of Africa. The
national organization pays $700
for each students' expenses, the
balance of $1000 being split between the individual students and
local contributing organizations.
Benefits from such a visit are
numerous, according to Dodd.
"Generally, you benefit from the
experience of living in a society
vastly different from your own,"
he said. "Specifically, you form
close friendships with Africans
and Americans and gain satisfaction from building something with
your own hands that will be of
use to the people in the future,"
Dodd said.
The school which Dodd and his
associates helped build was constructed with brick, hand made
from sand and cement. Previously
they had cleared the land by hand
to make a building site. A Peace
Corps volunteer designed t h e
simple 50 by 25 foot structure.
This fall it is being used for home
economics classes.
Cultural and social differences
made a great impact on the
American visitors. Of interest, said
Dodd, was the polygamous society
which allows a chief to own approximately 50 wives. The predominance of the village in their
political system forces the villages
to handle matters which the

O.T. Scholarships
The award of six scholarships
averaging more than $1000 each
to occupational therapy students
at the University of Puget Sound
by the U. S. Vocational Rehabilitation Administration was announced Saturday. The awards
will cover academic costs.
Receiving grants were Edith
Elaine Godwin and Sandra Ishida, juniors, and the following
seniors: Bonadene C. Corbin,
Lilian K. Crawford, Alberta V.
Hawkins and Mary Louise Hymen.
Asst. Prof. Elizabeth R. Waggoner is director of the School
of Occupational Therapy at UPS.

states, counties and cities would
handle in the United States.
In Freetown, the capital of Sierra Leone, the Operation Crossroads visitors were introduced to
the prime minister, Albert Margai. The mayor of the city, SiakaStevens, also talked with them.
Dodd concluded comment on
his African visit saying that
"modernization and not westernization will allow Africa to make
the change without forfeiting its
rich culture. Our society could
benefit greatly from many of
their social traditions," he said.

Joseph Battista
To Dedicate Hall
With Piano Concert
UPS students are invited to
attend a concert by pianist Joseph Battista, on Friday, November 12 at 8:15 p.m. This recital marks the official dedication
of the Leonard Jacobsen Memorial Recital Hall of the Music
Building.
The hail has been the scene
of many concerts and recitals
over the past 13 years but it has
never been named. During the
evening, Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, university president, will unveil a plaque which will give the
hall the name of Leonard Jacobsen, veteran professor of piano,
who died last summer.
Professor Jacobsen had a long
and distinguished career at UPS
spanning almost 35 years. This
hall was often filled with the music of Professor Jacobsen and his
piano students and it is most fitting that it should bear his name
and that the dedicatory recital be
given by one of his colleagues.
Battista, who is presently on
the faculty of the school of music
at the University of Indiana has
been soloist with the Boston, Philadelphia and National (Washington, D.C.) symphonies. He is
noted as an interpreter of works
of the Brazilian composer, Heitor Villa-Lobos, who coached him
for the recording of his "Eiran
das."
The noted pianist has traveled
all over the world as a concert
pianist and has received high
praise from critics everywhere.
Battista sees his concert as a
tribute to the late professor. He
wrote to Dr. Bruce Rodgers, director of the UPS school of
music: "I am opening the program with a Bach chorale, listed
as my own personal tribute to an
esteemed colleague and friend."
The program also includes a
sonata by Beethoven ("Appassionato"); a sonata by Ginastera;
a ballade and an etude by Chopin
plus works of Liszt and Ravel.
The concert is complimentary to
UPS students but all seats are
reserved and tickets are required.
Tickets may be obtained at the
music office, Music Building.

Mining & Manufacturing Company.
This gift includes: two overhead projectors, one Secretary
Thermo-Fox Copier and Transparency Maker and supplies of
clear and colored paper, which
are specially treated for use in
the new machine. Sixty text
books, which are entitled "The
Teacher and Overhead Projection," accompanied the modern
equipment.
To operate the copier machine
it is simply plugged into a wall
socket. The copier machine uses
heat in order to make its duplications. The use of a dial determines the speed and the heat
with which the process is completed.
"It's quite a time saver. With
the use of this equipment the
teacher is more likely to use
pictures an visual techniques instead of just talking," commented Dr. E. D. Gibbs, director of
the school of education.
According to Dr. Gibbs the
new set of equipment will be
used in the audio-visual course
next semester. Several school of
education faculty have already
made personal use of the gift.
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Community Prob ems Study Slated
"A School for Community Action," a look at Tacoma's unmet needs, will be open to attendance by UPS students on
Saturday, Nov. 6. Sponsored by
the Council of Jewish Women,
the conclave will begin at 9 a.m.
and continue to 3 p.m.
Corresponding with the areas
studied by Committee X, the
school will present panels on Tacoma's Minority Groups, Community Health, Social-economic
Problems, and Juvenile Concerns.
Following the panels, the group
will divide into ten small disriission sections to debate statements, find direction for action,
and to pursue special interests.
Presenting the day's program
are a variety of panelists representing the NAACP, Tacoma
Public School, psychiatric Board
at the Community Clinic, Mental
Retardation Planning Survey,
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation, Council on Aging, and
the Indian Mission.
Transportation will be provided from the Student Center at
9 am, on Saturday morning. No
registration fee is necessary and
lunch will be furnished. Interested students are urged to contact Linda Ortmeyer.
November 19-21 marks the date
for a Seminar on Vietnam to be
held at the Friends Center in
Seattle.
Beginning with registration

When Glenn Yarbrough sings, the room vi.
brates with pulsating excitement. This new
album is a superb displayof his abilityto sing
any kind of song and make it seem as if it
were composed just for him, It's a complete
evening's entertainmentwith twelve different
numbers including the title song plus "Ring
of Bright Water," "An Island of the Mind,"
"Down in the Jungle," "Sometimes,''
"Never Let Her Go"and "Half a World AwayY
Sit back in the best seat in the house and
treat yourself to a
The eost trusted e,e,e in 50usd
really great show.

RCA\1CTOR

Friday evening, the conference
will conclude Sunday morning.
Resource persons include: Brock
Adams, U. S. Representative, 7th
Congressional District of Washington; Roger Smith, assistant
professor of political science, University of Washington; Dan Wofford, graduate students and Soren Sorensen, peace intern, Seattle.
A fee of $6 will cover registration fees and meals. Those interested should contact Linda
Ortmeyer.

PLU Chaplain To
Speak at Chapel
Rev. John 0. Larsgaard, chaplain at Pacific Lutheran University, will speak on the topic, "Listening Witness," in university
chapel on Nov. 11.
A Norweigian with three children, Rev. Larsgaard has served
at PLU since 1959. He received
his bachelor of arts from PLU
and bachelor of theology from
Luther Theological Seminary. He
took additional training at the
University of the Pacific in Berkeley, Calif.
As a captain in the United
States Army for three years during the Korean War, the Chaplain merited an Army Commendation. Rev. Larsgaard has held
pastorates in Ventura, Calif. and
Bellevue, Wash.
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Whitworth Pirates Scalp
Loggers in Spokane Tilt

PROUTY'S
PASTURE
By JIM PROUTY

By Jim Prouty
Whitworth's Pirates dumped the Loggers last Saturday
by a score of 28 to 7. The UPS pass defense managed to
hold the league's leading passing team to only 81 yards
through the air, but yielded 185 yards to the Pirate ground
attack. The Loggers managed only 50 net yards on the
ground but threw for 109 yards. Gary Fultz threw for 57
yards and Bruce Orness threw for 52.

As I was walking through the
pasture this week, pondering over
the piles of idleas on what to
write, I noticedi one that gets
little recognition. What connec-tion die girls have with athletics?
We all see the songleadiers at the
football games but do we give
them credlit for being part of the
y
after
a
14-yard
Logger
punt.
The
The Pirates scored first late in
game? We know that the chips
drove to the UPS 4 where halfthe first quarter after keeping the
are usually the bests represented
capped
the
hack Roger Beebe
Logers deep in their own territory
group at the games but we diont
with a number of quick kicks. A drive on a one-yard scoring plunge.
think anything about it: To betElliott kicked again and the Pishort punt gave Whitworth the
td'r realize the girls part in athrates led at half time.
ball on the UPS 40 y ard line,
letics we should examine a diefAnother short punt gave the
Then, after two straight Logger
inition of an athlete.
Spokane
team
the
opportunity
to
offside penalties set Whitworth on
This is a tough term to tIescore in the third quarter. On
the 30, the Spokanites scored on
fine. Webster wouldi tleiine an
Larry
LeBrie
the second pla y
the first play when Larry Lt'Brie
athlete as one who participates
ran around right end, shook off
hit end George Elliott on a slantin an athletic contests. Further
two tacklers. and scampered 58
in pass over the middle. Elliott
examination of this wordl must
yards to paydirt. Once again Elfaked one Logger and then outencompass the term participation.
liott converted.
raced the others to the end zone.
Those who participate in the conHe kicked the extra point and the
The final tally came in the
test proper, of course, are the
Pirates led 7 to 0.
fourth quarter after Dick Washplayers themselves, but aren't the
It took 5 plays for Whitworth to
Dise,th Rambles
coaches, cheerleaders and fans
go 26 yards. Jock McLaughlin
Following the Pirate score. Lou
also participants? The game itscored on a six-yard tackle digSmith gathered in the Whitworth
self is only the nucleus of the
ible pass from Leebrick. Elliott
kickoff on the 30 and fought to
contest, if perceived by a liberal
kicked his fourth straight converthe 35. At that point he was hemind. Radiating about this nucsion to round out the scoring.
ing pulled down by several Pirate
leus are the many hours that the
Seven Interceptions
tacklers so he pitched the hail
coaching staff has put in to
hack to halfback Corky Diseth.
passers had a rough day
make the game possible, the
Diseth broke across field and, afcheerleaders and songleaders
of it against the Pirates secondter a good block from Pat Larkin,
who encourage the fans, and the
ary as Whitworth intercepted sevstiff armed one more Pirate and
fans who become an inspiration
en passes. This was the most Logoutran the others down the right
to the team.
ger passes ever intercepted in one
side line for a combined 75 yard
I realize that this is a weird
Glew
game. Doing the stealing were
Ron
gallop.
touchdown
point of view in the minds of
Dick Washburn with two and Ray
kicked the extra point to tie the
some people but what would a
Paul
Burtraw,
Dee
Johnson,
score at seven apiece.
game be without coaches, cheerKearns, Walt Oliver and Jeff
Whitworth went ahead to stay
leadlers and fans: all athletes in
Tucker each grabbing one.
at 14 to 7 in the second quarter
their own right? Girls at UPS
have little outlet in the athletic
fieldi. True, they have a few
intramural events and a girls
hockey team on which they can
participate but their major partiThe Loggers and the Lutes will clash this Saturday, both cipation must come from witnessing athletic contests.
trying to get on the winning trend again. The Loggers will
Maybe this theory is completestill he looking for their first win in Baker Stadium and will ly wrong but seeing girls in the
he trying to break a winless skein that stretches hack 15 stands at a ball game, yelling
games when they heat PLU in the season opener last year. themselves hoarse over a sport
that many of them know little
for 71.3 yards to 149.5 yards per
PLU, not in the Evergreen Conand
opponents
for
their
about,
atltis an awful lot to the
game
ference this year, lost to Central
passed for 80.7 to the opponents
last week 28 to 20. The teams will
color and excitement of athletics.
83.8. Tons' Lister will quarterhe competing for the Tacoma
Whether you girls know it or not
hack the Lutheran squad. The
Young Men's Business Club Toyour participation is appreciated
Logger quarterback slot is up for
tern Pole, a giant t rophv awarded
and
those of you that stay away,
grabs this week between freshevery
, y('ar to the winner of the
Fultz
and
Randy
Robsimply
in ignorance of the game,
men
Gar
y
second UPS-PLU game. UPS has
erts, and junior Bruce Orness.
are missing a lot of fun, excitethe edge in winning this trophy,
Satu,'days' game should he
taking it 12 out of the 17 years
ment and entertainment.
another
hard fought, typical Logthat it has been awarded.
gee-Lute struggle. The Loggers
Both teams will have many
will ne('(I lets of support to I:eep
changes in their lineups from their
up their morale after a, so far, disfirst encounter. UPS has lost the
tital
season. Lets get out in full
SPORTING GOODS, Inc.
services of many players includforce to shou' them that we are
ing Joe Pevton. Ron Glew. Bill
922 Commerce
s/ill haektng theiti and that we
LeRoy. Gary Snder. Paul KrisKNOW they will heat the Lutes.
tensen, Norli Strom and Jerome

ups

Loggers To Clash With
Cross-Town Rival Lutes

HOWELL

Crawford. PLU has lost several
starters dot' to injuries including
outstanding flanker TA'S Rucker.
leading rusher Ken Tetz and halfback Morris Blankenbaker.
The Loggers are behind the
Lutes in the statistics department
but when these two teams get toget her the statistics go out the
window. PUT has rushed for 133.9
yardis a game to their opponent's
166.7 yards and passed for 115.7
yards to their opponents 146.7
yards. The Loggers have rushed

Intramural Football Race
Captured by Kappa Sigma

FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
AT DORMS
Competitive Prices

MODERN
Cleaners
2309 SIXTH AVENUE
MA 7-1117

Kappa Sigma leads the intramural f000tball race with a 9-0
record as the season nears its
last week. The Kappa Sigma offense. which has always been
strong in the past, has been
matched with an equally effective
defense, and the results have been
victory after victory. The victory
efforts have not been without individlual stars though, as Jim
Armstrong, Jim Hunnx, and
Doug Campbell have turned in
all-star performances.
Following Kappa Sigma with a
7-2 win and loss record is Sigma Nu. Outstanding performances by halfback Gordy Pogorelc, one of the league leading
scorers, and tiefensive ace Ordy
Nielson have ProVidied the spark
necessary to keel) close to the
fast pace set by Kappa Sigma.
In third place is Sigma Chi.
Despite the speedi of winghack
Bill Heath and the power of fullback Tom Rook, the Sigma Chis
have been plagued with bad luck
which has held the potential explosive club to a 5-2-1 record.

Following in fourth place is
Sigma Alpha Epsilon with a 32-3 recorti. In fifth place is Todd
Hall with a 5-3-1 record. Phi
Delta Theta follow in sixth place
with a 4-4 rating. A 3-5-1 recordi marks seventh place for the
Figis. The Theta Chis qualify
for eighth place with a 3-5
record. Beta Theta Pi and Independent Men round out the
stand!ings with 1-8 and 0-9 recortis respectively.
Big Business
The highest gross income ever
achieved ma single year by a
private citizen is an estimated
$105 million in 1927 by the Chicago gangster Alphonse ('Scarface Al") Capane. This was deriven from illegal liquor trading
and "alkycookers" (illicit stills),
dog
gambling
establishments,
tracks, dance halls, "protection"
rackets and vice. On his business
card Capone described himself as
a "Second-Hand Furniture Dealer.
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notes from underground
by 1. k. stalker

dear ma—you wouldn't believe your eyes its so different from
the future, the boy who used to fulfil everybody's hidden
ambitions by not doing what they advised him to is now runfling away like a dying alarm clock, the dancing dream i once
had may never come back. i guess i am taking a vacation from
my old self in this institution, it is near a volcano, but that
too is extinct, no one here ever thinks of going back into the
deepdown fire.
they told me in chemistry that
the oxygen content of the air is
steadily decreasing . . . people
it seems are forgetting how to
breathe . . . we all feel so tired
and listless, you are happy with
this news i know because you
think it is good. i think so too
i think so too i think so too
there is no conspiracy to join
here except silent dissolution, my
heart is cracking and i have illusions of my professors turning
into clay and cracking too, along
with their hundred catalogues of
tricks, is it molecular, the decayhidden, basic? is it too late to
fight . , , for if i burn my uniform,
i will burn myself.
enclosed is a picture of me in m y
uniform which takes me into the
last clays of rome , . . the scholastic dinosaur age. it is not the
books entirely, with their stale
comedy, or the people, for i only
hate them because they are my
'reflections, now i will never he
michelangelo or never live in a
tarpaper shack in colorado and
write poms to the sun, or never he
a walking prophet who will one
day startle the world and wake all
of this into the cold flashing power
• . , now i do not believe in the
romantic impulse, there is no
tight rope no more, is all slack,
gone hack to the womb mother
clear with a pleasant homily and
proverbs from the mouths of professors.
beer and dying are good for you.
they have told me in their simple
codes, my only recreation is pullhairs out of my head, emulate
baldness they tell me. maturity
- death.
perhaps i shall. emile durkheim
had no word for this, he was never
in the middle of this lump of
dough, so sticky and smothering,
where there is no oracle and no
phrases are cryptic anymore. i
will prepare for a human sacrifice,
i will cut off my legs, for i have
no need of going anywhere now.
i am in a continual greyhound bus
that travels around in circles in
the night and there's a broken
victrola that tells me of the old
aspirations and sometimes makes
me cry . . , not for long, another
beer to calm the neurons, prevent
the rehabilitation , . . the clouds
are always above us here, they
teach them into our brains and
serve us dull gray clouds for
breakfast lunch dinner, in our
sleep we have forgotten to dream
it is aclhecive.
i will never walk from springfield
now mother, there is a drape
around my skull and my central
nervous system has been converted into a sewage plant, it is too
simple and too confusing. i cant
stand it but i will remain every

day in every way, for the magician who used to chastise my imagination is dead. i am no clelerious lear now, they have given
me tranquillizers to prevent me
from kissing anyone spontaneously, i can describe a day of dissatisfaction but i have faith that it will
never come, the reassurances with
their instruments are too much.
and the pictures i took last year
will never turn out, there is too
little exposure here ... but they
love me and they tell me i am
growing up, they tell me i am
turning into a good citizen
they say i am mature and they
pat me on the hack and turn clown
the lights so my eyes won't he
injured , . . they are so kind,
they solve all my imponderable
questions with food and boredom
and gradually everything is falling away to prosperity, success,
automation, and forgetfulness,
it will be a beautiful day when
there are no conscious actions and
no genuine thoughts and we will
finally understand why the walls
are here and why the administrators are like the walls and why
the sky is like a wall and why
the library is so quiet and why
there are so few epileptics here
and why the water is always luke.
warm and why we have been
given so much praise. i must gc
now, clear mother, the human
smelter requires my body.
love,l cony

UPS Stu(lents and
Foreign Students
Get Acquainted
People-to-People is actively pursuing its goal to acquaint every
UPS student with one or more
foreign students.
At in informal get-acquainted
meeting last week the traditions
and history of Haloween were cxplaineci to the foreign students
attending.
Next on the People-toPeople
agenda is a Regional Conference
this weekend at the University of
Washington. Chapters from Pacific Lutheran University, Olympic College, Western Washington
State College. the University of
Washington and UPS will be represented. Rafer Johnson, Western Regional Representative of
People-to-People, will be a speaker.
Sign-ups for the Brother-Sister
program are still open, and men
especially are urged to sign up.
Most of the applicants so far have
been girls, but it is hoped to provide each foreign student with an
American "brother" as well as a
"sister."

Dr. John Mcigee
Awarded Honor
Dr. John B. Magee, professor
of pholosophy and religion at the
University of Puget Sound, has
been chosen to initiate the ,John
Dickinson Regester Faculty Lectureship, it was announced recently.
He will speak Wednesday, Nov.
10 at 8 p.m. in Jones Hall auditorium on "God Talk," which
he has subtitled, "A Lecture in
Philosophy About What Everyone
Already Knows." The public is
invited,
Dr. Magee recently succeeded
Dr. Regester as chairman of the
Department of Philosophy at
UPS. Dr. Regester will not attend this first lecture, since he
is en route home from Lambarene, Gagon, Africa, where he has
heeen serving at the mission station of the late Dr. Albert Schweitze r.

of philosophy and religion at
UPS since 1947.
He is a member of Phi Beta
Kappa, the American Association
of University Professors, the American Philosophical Association
and the Society for the Scientific
Study of Religion. He is a member of the Pacific Northwest Conference of the Methodist Church
and served ministerial appointments for a total of 17 years.
Among his writings are two
books, "Reality and Prayer" and

The worst driver in the world,
judged by her number of traffic
offenses, is believed to be Mrs.
Luella Puett. 81, of Detroit. Of
her 97 offenses to date, the ninetysixth occurred when she backed
up and rammed a police car.

TYPEWRITER
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RENTALS

9 *..

$6.00 per month
TAYLOR'S

Rental Purchase Plan

OFFICE MACHINES
2040-6th Avenue
Across from Jason Lee
Jr. High School

Service & Supplies
Smith-Corona
PORTABLES TOO!

TONTS

Fa rley's
Flowers

BARBER SHOP

"a good place to buy"

Explaining the idea behind his
lecture, Dr. Magee said:

TONY - RAY - KEN
Props.

1620-4th Ave.
MA. 7-7161

"This will be a lecture on
language and on religious language in particular. The primaty function of all language is
communication. When linguistic
lines are in poor repair the static becomes intolerable. No society can long endure failure in
its lines of communications,

3814 1/2 North 26th

BRING US YOUR

"DOWN AT

Watches
Jewelry
Clocks

THE HEELS?"
See

"In our society factual messages get through because great
care has been exercised in the
proper use of fact-talk (the language of science.) But moral and
religious messages are more often
garbled than clear, often conveying the opposite of the intention
which initiated them,"
The lecture will be followed by
a reception in the Student Center lounge.
UW Grad
Dr. Magee is a graduate of the
University of Washington and
earned graduatc' clegrc'es in theology at Boston University. He
earned his Ph.D. in sociology at
Harvard University. He served
as professor of philosophy and
sociology at Morningsicle College
in Iowa and has been a professor

"The Religious Meaning of Being Human," He has been commissioned to write the textbook
in theology for the new adult
education curriculum of the
Methodist Church.

HEADQUARTERS

First Director
Dr. Magee was nominated for
the lectureship by the first graduating class of honors scholars
at the university. Dr. Magee was
first director of the honors program at UPS.
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Proctor

for quality repair service

Ray Sowers
Jewelry

SHOE REPAIR
38171/2 North 26th
All Work Guaranteed

2703 No. Proctor

SM 9-568 1

Fast, Modern Dorm Service

CHICKEN DEN
Delux Burgers, Fries, Chicken
Pizza, Shakes, Cold Drinks

813 DIVISION • FU 3-1471

.

WE ARE YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANERS

L

ONE OF TACOMA'S FINEST
Coin-Operated Cleaning and
Laundry stores
Plus

Beautiful professional Sanitone DryCleaning and Laundry
Shirts a specialty!

NEW ERA CLEANERS
Free Pickup and Delivery Service

SK 9-350 1

2621 No. Proctor St.
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Students Urged I 'o Work in Messiah

Selective Service Classifications

A cordial invitation is extended to all UPS students who are

The following Selective Service information is
based on the Universal Military Training and Serv -

other than summer quarter, inform your Selective
Service Board immediately in writing.

ice Act, as amended, and regulations of the Selec-

Student Classifications
Classifications for which you may be eligible as
a student:

tive Service System:
Obligations of United States Citizens
The Universal Military Training and Service Act,
as amended, provides that registrants between the
ages of 18 1/2 and 26 years have an obligation to
serve in the Armed Forces of the United States. In
addition, if a registrant has received a deferment,
the duration of this obligation to serve is extended.
College students may be deferred, possibly for several years, to pursue their educations, but they will
not be exempted from their obligation to serve.
Obligations of Citizens of Other Countries
Students who are citizens of countries other than
the United States, and who are here on a permanent visa, are required to register for Selective Servic no later than six months after entering this
country.
Some other categories of students who are aliens
and not admitted for permanent residence are also
required to be registered.
It is rcommended that detailed information be
obtained from the Coordinator of the Selective Serv ice Office, Federal Office Building, 909 First Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98104.
Deferment Procedures
The university does not request individual student deferments. A student wishing deferment must
initiate the request, and the university will certify
to his status as a student.
In order to hold an educational deferment a
stu4ent must maintain full-time enrollment in a
college or university or must provide other evidence
that he is making normal and satisfactory progress
toward graduation. Normally this means the completion of a baccalaureate degree program in four
years. For graduate students, satisfactory progress
is required in a full-time course of study. Students
may be deferred for not more than two years for
a master's degree and three additional years for a
doctor's degree.
Certification by the university is required in order
to continue your deferment as a student. To facilitate this process, all students born after August 30,
1922 should be sure to indicate their Selective Service number in the space provided on the white directory card which is completed during registration.
Undergraduate Students.
If you are enrolled full time at the University of
Puget Sound at the time you register for Selective
Service you should immediately write to your local
board informing it of your student status and requesting deferment. As long as you remain enrolled
the university will make periodic reports to your
local board verifying your student status.
If you are not enrolled at the time you register
for Selective Service but intend to enroll at your
earliest opportunity, write immediately to your local
board to inform it of the circumstances in your case.
If you change to part-time enrollment, or if you
leave school for any period other than summer
quarter, or if your degree objective changes, write
immediately to your Selective Service Board to inform it of the circumstances in your case.
If you have problems or questions regarding your
deferment as an undergraduate student, come to
the Selective Service Information Section of the
registrar's office.
Graduate Students
Upon admission to the graduate school you
should immediately write to your Selective Service
Board informing it of your status, including the
degree toward which you are working and when
you expect to receive it. If your degree objective
changes you should again immediately apprise your
Selective Service Board in writing of the facts.
As long as you remain enrolled as a full-time or
part-time student in the graduate school the university will make periodic reports verifying your
student status. If you leave school for any period

familiar with the Christmas version of Handel's "Messiah" to

Class 1-A - This classification is assigned to all
registrants who are available for military service.
Please note that being available for military service
does not necessarily mean being acceptable for
service.
Class 1-A-0 - This classification includes all
who would be 1-A but are opposed by reason of
religious training and belief to combatant training
and service in the Armed Forces.
Class 1-0 - This is the same as 1-A-0 but includes "those opposed to both combatant and noncombatant training and service in the Armed
Forces.
Class 1-S-C - Any student satisfactorily pursuing a full-time course who is ordered for induction
shall (if he has never been previously classified in
Class 1-S-C) be deferred in Class 1-S-C until the
end of the academic year. It is statutory that this
classification must be assigned if the student is
enrolled and is actually attending classes and does
not qualify for a classification other than 1-A or
1-A-0. The classification of 1-S-C may be granted
only once and will be terminated at the ending date
of the student's academic year. At the close of the
academic year the student may apply for deferment in Class 11-S.
Class 11-S - An occupational deferment for the
purpose of attending college which is given at the
discretion of the local board. It may be given to
those students who activity in study is found to be
necessary to the maintenance of the national health,
safety, or interest.
Class 1-D - This classification is assigned to
ROTC students who meet the eligibility criteria of
their ROTC program and who apply for deferment
through their ROTC units. Students retain eligibility for this classification at the discretion of the
ROTC faculty. Further information may be obtained from your ROTC headquarters.

perform the work under the direction of Dr. Bruce Rodgers in
the 19th annual performance given by the Tacoma Choral Society and the UPS-Tacoma Symphony.
The first rehearsal of the augmented group will be held on
Sunday next, Nov. 14, at 2
p.m. in Jacobsen Memorial Recital Hall of the Music Building. Singers are asked to bring
The average American consumer now uses three times as
much light as he did in 1950.
Still, total lighting cost of the
average dwelling unit comes to
only 6 1/3 cents a day, for bulbs
and power.

their own copies of the Schirmer edition of "Messiah."
Other rehearsals are scheduled
for Sunday, Nov. 21, at 2 p.m. in
Jacobsen Memorial Hall and
Nov. 30 at 7 in the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse
The performance is scheduled
for Sunday, Dec. 5 at 4 p.m.
in the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse.
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There are other categories of reservists who are
eligible for classification in Class 1-1). Specific information should be obtained at the local Selective
Service Board office or local reserve headquarters.
Class IV-D - This classification is for students
who are preparing for the ministry under the direction of a recognized church or religious organization and are pursuing a full-time course of instruction leading to entrance into a recognized theological or divinity school in which they are pre-enrolled.
Appeal Procedures
If you feel that you have not been treated equitably by your local board, you may:
Request, in writing, a personal appearance before
the local board if the request is made within ten
days of the mailing of your classification notice;
Request, in writing, that your local board reopen
your classification;
If you wish to appeal a decision of your local
board, submit the appeal in writing to the local
board for forwarding to the state appeal board. This
must be done within ten days of the mailing of
your notice of classification, although exceptions are
provided for. The appeal board takes its action
upon the material in your record file forwarded by
the local board. Neither a representative of the local
board nor the registrant may appear before the
appeal board.

ri'at Thoughts Bear Re-Thinking
Such as: "Where am I going to dig up
the cash for her ring?" Seek out the fallacy. In
this case, "cash." Since a ring is a thing of the
future, charge it to the future... at Weisfield's.
See our big selection of bridal sets

0
weisfie/&

Remember
Any information you provide to your local board
should be IN WRITING to insure inclusion in
your permanent record.
The law requires you to notify your local board
IN WRITING (1) of every change in your address, physical condition, and occupational, marital,
family, dependency, and military status, and (2) of
any other fact which might change your classification.

JEWELERS
925 Broadway
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323 Tacoma Mall

